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Nurses, today, are expected to monitor increasingly critically ill patients with more sophisticated monitoring equipment, 
and often for longer hours per shift. With shorter hospital stays and the advancement of same-day surgery practice, the 

home health nurse is also providing care for a more vulnerable and complex patient population. While the nursing profession is 
growing to become more and more specialized in technical and specialty skills, and with pending shortfalls of nursing volume, 
we are often being asked to practice in areas in which they are less skilled or experienced. Couple this with a population that is 
increasingly seeking ways to compensate their losses through litigation; there exists an increased vulnerability for the nurse to 
become involved in a lawsuit either as a defendant or a fact witness. 

Do we quit nursing? Heavens No! There is no greater profession then nursing posed to helping mankind. We strategize “Back 
to the Basics”. We balance providing quality patient care, effective employee conduct, staying current with our education, and 
understand malpractice litigation. We protect ourselves and our employer while remaining an advocate for our patients. 

Although statistics can be unsettling, most nurses never see an attorney and most malpractice cases rule in favor of the 
defense. We will explore medical malpractice and the nurse.
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